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a b s t r a c t

The ability to monetize domain names through resale or serving ad content has contrib-

uted to the rise of questionable practices in acquiring them, including domain-name

speculation, tasting, and front running. In this paper, we perform one of the first

comprehensive studies of these domain registration practices. In order to characterize the

prevalence of domain-name speculation, we derive rules describing “hot” topics from

popular Google search queries and apply these rules to a dataset containing all .com

registrations for an eight-month period in 2008. We also study the extent of domain tasting

throughout this time period and analyze the efficacy of ICANN policies intended to limit

tasting activity. Finally, we automatically generate high-quality domain names related to

current events in order to measure domain front running by registrars. The results of our

experiments shed light on the methods and motivations behind these domain registration

practices and, in some cases, underscore the difficulty in definitively measuring these

questionable behaviors.

ª 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction registrars and speculators. For instance, domain tasting allows
Domain names have become an integral component of

modern web browsing by allowing users to navigate to web

sites using memorable phrases and keywords. In fact, many

users will often assume that domain names based on intuitive

keywords will direct them to the desired web site, known as

type-in navigation. For this reason, domain names have become

quite valuable, which has led to a variety of practices where

domain names are opportunistically registered simply to

profit from them. One such dubious domain registration

practice is domain speculation, where a domain name is regis-

teredwith the intention of reselling it for a profit at a later date

or generating ad revenue from type-in navigation traffic

(Kesmodel, 2008). Though speculation is technically allowed

by Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers

(ICANN) rules, it has led to more abusive behaviors by
(S.E. Coull), amw@cs.un
. Reiter).
ier Ltd. All rights reserve
a speculator to register large numbers of domains at no cost

for a short grace period during which she can assess the

potential value of the domain. Another example is domain front

running, where domain registrars use queries about domain

availability made by their users to preemptively register

domains then subsequently resell them to those same users

for a profit. The security problem underlying these behaviors

is not unlike that presented by spam during its emergence, in

that both activities take advantage of loopholes in existing

policy to profit from unintended uses of the respective

systems. While the security and legal communities have

identified certain behaviors as clear abuses of the registration

process (e.g., typosquatting (Wang et al., 2006; Banerjee et al.,

2008; Moore and Edelman, 2010; Finkelstein, 2003a, 2003b)),

the practices and impact of domain speculation, tasting, and

front running are still not well-understood.
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In this paper, we perform the first in-depth study of

questionable domain name registration activity, including

a characterization of domain speculation, an analysis of the

prevalence of domain tasting, an investigation of the possi-

bility of domain front running by popular domain registrars,

and an analysis of the impact of ICANN policies on these

abusive behaviors. Specifically, we used popular search terms

provided by Google to develop association rules that describe

keywords that are likely to occur together in domain names

related to current events and “hot” topics. These association

rules were then used to generate regular expressions that

searched for domain speculation activity, and to automati-

cally generate domain names used to measure domain front-

running activities. Through our analysis of all .com registra-

tions during an eight-month period in 2008, we shed light on

the prevalence of these abusive registration practice, their

motivations, and the inherent difficulties in detecting them.
2. Related work

The inherent importance of the Domain Name Service (DNS)

in enabling navigation of the webmakes it a natural target for

attackers seeking to misdirect users to malicious web sites.

Due to their prevalence and potential impact on users, these

misdirection attacks have been widely studied. For example,

a handful of recent studies focused on measuring the preva-

lence of typosquatting (Wang et al., 2006; Banerjee et al., 2008;

Moore and Edelman, 2010; Finkelstein, 2003a, 2003b) and

homograph (Gabrilovich and Gontmakher, 2002; Holgers et al.,

2006) attacks, which take advantage of the user’s inability to

differentiate the intended domain name from what appears

on the screen.

Unfortunately, studies of the less malicious, yet still

questionable, domain registration activities that we examine

in this paper appear to be limited primarily to a series of status

reports by ICANN. Their analysis of domain tasting (Internet,

2009) examined the use of the five day add grace period

between June 2008 and August 2009. Overall, they observed

a significant decrease in tasting activity after a temporary

provision was instituted in July 2008 that limited registrars to

a relatively small number of no-cost registration deletions.

Similarly, their preliminary statement on domain front

running activities (Internet, 2008), based on user complaints,

found that the majority of claims were due to user error or

oversights during the registration process. A follow up ICANN

report (Edelman, 2009), incorporating a study of 100 randomly

generated domains, found no evidence of front-running

activity by registrars. The obvious limitations of that investi-

gation are its relatively small scale and the use of randomly

generated names that were easy to identify and ignore.

More recently, the LegitScript organization performed

a study of fraudulent online pharmaceutical web sites and

their connections to particular domain registrars (LegitScript

and Knujon, 2010). Their results show definitive connections

between certain registrars and prevalent domain registration

abuses. Meanwhile, a study by Liu et al. (2011) on the impact of

registrar-level intervention mechanisms shows that these

methods fail to stem the tide of domain registration abuses.

Finally, Moore et al. (2011) study the use (and abuse) of popular
Google search terms to opportunistically drive traffic to

content-free web pages containing only ads andmalware. The

results of their study indicate that it is possible for popular

search engines to limit this activity by removing so-called

“low-quality” web pages from their rankings, which opens

up a potential avenue for mitigation of the domain registra-

tion abuses discussed in this paper.
3. Preliminaries

To successfully achieve our goals we needed to overcome two

challenges. Thefirst lies in decomposingGoogle searchqueries

about a given topic into combinations of keywords that are

likely to appear in domain names related to that topic. Broadly

speaking, we assume that the searches that users make on

Google about an event or topic are closely related to the

domain names they would navigate to using type-in naviga-

tion. These type-in navigation domains are prime targets of

domain squatters and front runners, and therefore the focus of

our investigation. The second challenge lies in developing

a method for determining which domains are pertinent to our

study. Before proceeding further, we describe the data sources

and methods used to address these challenges.

3.1. Data sources

For our study, we made use of a variety of data sources,

including both historical domain name registration data and

longitudinal information on Google search query popularity.

Our historical analysis of domain name registrations was

based on data made available through VeriSign’s Zone Access

Program (VeriSign Inc., 2009) which contains 62,605,314

distinct .com domain registration events from March 7, 2008

to October 31, 2008. The VeriSign data contains domain

names, their associated name servers, and the date of each

registration event. The data also contains information about

de-registration events, which we used in our analysis of

domain tasting behaviors. For the remainder of the paper, we

refer to the set of all domain name registrations contained in

the VeriSign data set as the background set.

Furthermore, in order to gain a sense of the popularity of

various topics or events, we made use of data provided by

Google via its Insights for Search and Trends services. These

services rank the top searchesmade by users over a given time

frame, and provide up to ten related searches for each. Our

methods assume that these queries adequately represent the

hot topics that caused their increase inpopularity in theGoogle

search engine, and that this increase in search popularity is an

indicator of the desirability of domains related to the hot topic.

In our study, data fromthe Insights for Searchservicewasused

to derive rules for searching domains in our VeriSign data,

while the Trends service provides real-time search rankings

thatwereused togeneratehigh-qualitydomainsnames for our

domain front-running experiment. A topic in our study is

defined to be a top-ranked search, along with its ten related

searches. Each search is composed of a set of keywords.

Unfortunately, due to the sensitive nature of the domain

registration data, it was not possible for us to obtain more

recent data since our initial study (Coull et al., 2010). Based on

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2012.05.005
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recent reports provided by VeriSign (Domain, 2011) and

anecdotal evidence of the problems surrounding .XXX and

generic top-level domain (gTLD) registrations (Coldewey, 2011;

Palage, 2009), we believe that many of the issues identified

within the 2008 dataset persist today. In particular, recent

studies by Liu et al. (2011) and Moore et al. (2011) have iden-

tified similar levels of abusive domain speculation activities in

more recent data.

3.2. Association rule mining

Even though the Google searches reflect trending news and

events, they often contain unrelated keywords, as well. Per-

forming a direct string matching of those search terms on our

background set would likely return many irrelevant domains.

Hence, to identify combinations of keywords that best repre-

sent the topic associated with them, we applied association

rule mining techniques (Agrawal et al., 1993). These tech-

niques consider an itemset I ¼ fi1;.; img containing all items

that can be found in a transaction, and a transaction set

T ¼ ft1;.; tng, where ta is a set containing the items associated

with the ath transaction. The support of a set of items X is

defined as suppðXÞ ¼ nX=n, where nX is the number of trans-

actions containing all items in X. An implication between sets

of items X and Y, denoted as X0Y, indicates that the presence

of the items in X implies items in Y will also be present.

The confidence of an implication ðX0YÞ is defined as

confðX0YÞ ¼ suppðXWYÞ=suppðXÞ. An implication is consid-

ered to be a rule if the sets have a sufficient level of support

and confidence.

For our purposes, we used the notions of support and confi-

dence defined above to decompose each Google query into

groups of keywords specific to the topic at hand. To do so, we

considered each search for a given topic to bea transactionwith

eachkeyword inthesearchactingasaniteminthetransaction’s

set. We then decomposed those searches into sets of co-

occurring keywords based on the confidence of the keywords’

pairwise implications. Specifically, we first examined each

ordered pair of keywords in the search query to discover all of

thebidirectional rules (i.e., implicationswhere the confidence in

both directions was above our threshold), and merged them by

assuming transitivity among the implications. These bidirec-

tional rules describe the groups of keywords that must appear

together in order to be meaningful to the given topic.

Next, we augmented the rule set by examining unidirec-

tional implications, which indicate that the antecedent of the

implication should only be present where the consequent also

exists. As before, we assumed transitivity among the rules to

merge them appropriately. If a keyword was not the ante-

cedent in any rules, we added it as a singleton set. The algo-

rithm returns the union of the rule sets for each of the search

queries, which contain all of the groups of keywords that

represent the topic associated with those searches. A more

detailed description of the rulemining algorithm can be found

in Algorithm 1.

Due to the inherently noisy nature of the data used in our

study, it is important to carefully set thresholds used in our

rule mining and other selection procedures. The threshold

selectionmethodology is complicated by the fact that our data

provides no notion of what values might be related to a given
topic (i.e., the data is unlabeled). Therefore, we used cluster

analysis techniques to automatically set the thresholds used

in our study, rather than appealing to manually derived

thresholds. Specifically, we made the observation that we

needed to separate only two classes of unlabeled values: those

that are interesting with respect to our analysis and those that

are not. Thus, to determine a threshold we first used the k-

meansþþ algorithm (Arthur and Vassilvitskii, 2007) with k ¼ 2

to partition the unlabeled values into the sets S1 and S2 (i.e.,

interesting and uninteresting), and set the threshold as the

midpoint between these two clusters.
4. Domain name speculation

Our first objective is to examine the relationship between new

domain registrations and so-called “hot” topics in an effort to

gain a better understanding of domain speculation. To do so,

we followed an iterative process that consists of: (i) generating

rules that are specific to the topic at hand, (ii) converting those

rules into regular expression to select domains, and (iii)

pruning and verifying the set of selected domains to ensure

they are, in fact, related to the topic.

First, we gathered Google Insights data for each month in

2008, and treated the set of searches related to the topics as

transactions, which were used in our association rule mining

algorithm to generate rules. Recall that a threshold confidence

value dictates which implications in our set of transactions

should be considered rules. To determine this threshold, we

calculated the confidence between all pairs of keywords

within a topic and used the threshold selection method dis-

cussed in Section 3 on these values to set the appropriate

threshold. The resulting set of rules were further pruned to

ensure that non-specific rules were discarded. To do so, we

scored each rule ri for a topic as SðriÞ ¼
P

k˛ri suppðkÞ � jkj,
where ri is a rule for the current topic (represented as a set of

keywords), supp (k) is the support of keyword k, and jkj denotes
the string length of the keyword k. Intuitively, this procedure

produces rules for a topic that contain predominately long,

important keywords, and removes those rules that may

introduce irrelevant domains due to more general or shorter

keywords. Again, we used the threshold selection method to

set a threshold score for the rules associated with a topic,

where all rules above that threshold were retained.

Given the high-quality rules generated for each topic, we

converted them to regular expressions by requiring all

keywords in a rule to be found as a substring of the domain,

and that keywords in bidirectional implications appeared in

their original ordering. To add a level of flexibility to our

regular expressions, we also allowed any number of charac-

ters to be inserted between keywords. The domains selected

by the regular expressions for a given topic undergo one more

round of pruning wherein the domain was assigned a score

equal to the sum of the scores for each of the rules that

matched it. These domain scores were given as input to the

threshold selection algorithm, and any domains with scores

above the thresholdweremanually verified to be related to the

associated topic. These related domains are herein referred to

as the relevant set. Table 1 shows an example of the conversion

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2012.05.005
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Table 1 e Decomposition of a Google query into rules and regular expressions.

Google query Association rule Regular expression

phillies world series phillies0ðworld5seriesÞ (world.*series) & (.*phillies.*) or (world.*series)

clinton vs obama vs0clinton0obama (.*obama.*) or (.*clinton.*) & (.*obama.*) or (.*clinton.*) & (.*obama.*) & (.*vs.*)
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process from search query, to rule sets, and finally to regular

expressions used to search our domain registration data.

4.1. Results

Our search methodology selected 21,103 distinct domain

names related to 116 of the 120 hot topics from the VeriSign

dataset. Of these, 15,954 domains in 113 topics were verified to

be directly related to the topic at hand (i.e., the relevant set).

The percentage of relevant domains per topic, averaged over

all topics, is 91%. Overall, these results indicate that the

majority of our rules selected high-quality domain names;

a small number of topics produced very general rules, often

because of unrelated or non-specific Google search queries.

Algorithm 1. Search query mining (S, t)
In order to discover the unique properties of the poten-

tially speculated domains that our methodology selected, we

examined several features and compared them to those of the

background set of domains. First, we looked at the distribution

of registrations among the name servers and registrars within

the background and relevant sets, respectively. In Fig. 1(a), we

show a log-scale plot comparing the background and relevant

domain registrations associated with the top fifteen name

servers in the background set. For clarity, we also provide the

distribution of the top name servers in the relevant domain

set in Fig. 1(b). Clearly, the distribution of registrations over

these two sets is significantly different as evidenced by the

ranking of name servers and the comparison plot in Fig. 1(a).

In fact, when we took a closer look at the name servers, we

found that the majority of those in the relevant set are

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2012.05.005
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Fig. 1 e Comparison of name servers between background and relevant domain sets.

a b

Fig. 2 e Comparison between registrars for background and relevant domain sets.
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associated with domain parking (Zivkovic, 2007) services,

whereas the background set contains amuch smaller fraction.

Similarly, we compared the top registrars from the back-

ground distribution to those from the relevant set, as shown in

Fig. 2. To characterize the distribution of registrars for back-

ground domains, we used the VeriSignmonthly reports for the

.com top-level domain (TLD) to derive the number of domains

registered by the top fifteen registrars over the eight-month

period examined in our study. Analyses reveal that some

registrars, such as GoDaddy and eNom, maintain their popu-

larity as registrars in both sets. Upon closer inspection, we

also found significant differences. For example, Network

Solutions drops precipitously from a rank of three to ten in the

relevant set, and several registrars are exclusively in the

relevant set. These findings indicate that some registrars are

clearly preferred by speculators as the name servers above

were, albeit to a lesser extent.
Fig. 3 e Popularity and registration time series for topic

“Obama.”
4.2. Timely registrations

A potentially interesting subset of our relevant domains are

those that were registered soon after the popularity of the

associated hot topic or current event in Google’s search

queries. While an intuitive notion of timeliness is to simply

examine how soon after the initial spike in Google search

popularity a domain was registered, certain topics that have
periodic or ongoing levels of popularity do not easily fit this

model, such as the topic “Obama”, which is shown in Fig. 3.

A more appropriate and general measure of timeliness is

the cross-correlation lag between the time series of relevant

registrations for a topic and the popularity of that topic’s

Google queries. Generally speaking, cross-correlation lag is

a measure of how many time steps one sequence must be

delayed in order to maximize the cross-correlation between

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2012.05.005
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a b

Fig. 4 e Comparison of name servers and registrars between relevant and timely domain sets.
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the two series. This amounts to maximizing the dot-product

between the two series by sliding the second series forward

andbackward in time. Formally, the cross-correlationbetween

two discrete time series x(t) and y(t) at delay d is defined as

fðdÞ ¼ Pn
t¼0 xðtÞ�yðt� dÞ, where n is the length of the two series,

t is the current time step for series xð$Þ, and d is the lag. Then,

the cross-correlation lag isdefinedasargmaxdfðdÞ (Quenouille,

1949). A negative lag value means that the registration series

precedes the popularity series, while a positive lag indicates

that the registration series succeeds the popularity series.

Given this notion of timeliness, we examined all domains

with a cross-correlation lag value between �1 and þ1 weeks.

The set of domains associated with topics that fall within this

range is denoted as the timely set. This timely set contains

7574 domain names associated with 52 distinct topics. For

each of these domain names, we performed the same set of

measurements as our previous analysis of relevant domains

to tease out any trends that may exist among timely domains.

In Fig. 4, we compare the distribution of registrars and name

servers between those domains in our relevant and timely

sets. While it is obvious that there are certain registrars and

name servers that are more likely to produce timely domains

related to hot topics, the overall distribution of these two sets

is essentially the same.
5. Domain tasting

The second form of questionable domain registration

behavior that we examine is domain tasting, where a registrar
a

Fig. 5 e Comparison of name servers and re
is allowed to delete a domain at no cost within five days of the

initial registration, also known as the add grace period. This

policy can be easily abused by registrars and registrants alike

in order to gain information about the value of a domain via

traffic statistics taken during the grace period. To study

the prevalence of domain tasting, we selected all domain

names from the background set of domains that were regis-

tered and then deleted within five days; we refer to these as

the tasting set.
5.1. Results

From the full VeriSign dataset (i.e., background set), we iden-

tified 47,763,141 (76%) distinct registrations as the result of

domain tasting, with 10,576 of those occurring in our relevant

set of potentially speculated domains (66% of the relevant set).

On average, these tasting domainswere registered for 3.4 days

before being deleted under the no-cost grace period policy.

Fig. 5(a) and (b) show the comparison of registrars and name

servers between all relevant domains and those relevant

domains involved in tasting activity. The graphs clearly

illustrate that these relevant tasting domains are strongly

connected with particular registrars or name servers, in some

cases representing all of their registrations.

In June 2008, ICANNmade changes to their policies in order

to limit the practice of domain tasting. Specifically, the new

policy charges companies for excessive domain de-

registrations above a certain threshold, making domain

speculation expensive (Internet, 2009). These changes took

effect on July 1st, 2008, which positions us perfectly to provide
b

gistrars for tasting in the relevant set.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2012.05.005
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Fig. 6 e Changes in pre-reform rank for name servers and registrars in the relevant domain set.
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an independent analysis of the impact of this policy change on

the tasting of .com domains. For our purposes, we split the

background dataset into a pre-reform period and a post-reform

period. We found 42,467,156 pre-reform tasting registrations

with an average duration of 3.4 days, and 6,290,177 post-

reform registrations with an average duration of 3.8 days.

For our relevant domains, there is a similar proportion of

tasting registrations with 9270 pre-reform registrations and

1433 post-reform registrations. These relevant tasting

domains were registered for an average of 2.8 and 3.7 days,

respectively. In both the background and relevant tasting

domains, there is a clear trend toward longer registration

periods after the enactment of tasting reform.

To examine the impact of the reform on the top fifty

registrars and name servers in the background and relevant

domain sets, we examined their change in rank after imple-

mentation of the new tasting policies. Fig. 6 shows the change

for names servers and registrars associated with the relevant

set. Notice the substantial drops in rank for those name

servers and registrars occupying the middle ranks (i.e., posi-

tions 10e40 in the pre-reform data). Although several of the

top-ranked name servers in both the background and relevant

sets are predominantly associated with tasting domains, they

are able to maintain e or even improve e their rank despite

the drop in tasting registrations (e.g., trellian.com).
6. Domain front running

Finally, we explore the extent of domain front-running

activities among the top domain registrars. To do this

successfully, we needed to generate relevant (and presumably

desirable) domain names for very timely topics, then query

domain registrars for the availability of those domains in

a manner that simulated widespread interest.
Table 2 e Decomposition of a Google query into rules and dom

Google query Association rule

phillies world series phillies0ðworld5seriesÞ
clinton vs obama vs0clinton0obama
Ourapproach for generatingdomainnames is similar to that

of the rule generation procedure.Webeganby gathering search

queries from the top two popularity classifications (i.e.,

“volcanic” and“onfire”) for thecurrentday fromGoogleTrends,

and used those searches as transactions in our rule mining

process. As before, we set confidence and pruning thresholds

for the rule generation for each topic separately using the

threshold selectionproceduredescribed inSection3.At theend

of this process was a set of rules for each hot topic for the day.

For each association rule, we created domain names con-

taining the keywords in the bidirectional implications of the

rule in the order in which they appear in their original Google

search. We then augmented this domain name to generate

additional names by creating all permutations of it with the

keywords in the unidirectional implications. For singleton

rules, we used the keyword by itself as the domain name

string. Additional domains were generated by appending

popular suffixes to the initial domains (e.g., “blog,” “online”).

Table 2 provides a concrete example of the domain names

generated by our methodology.

The generated domains were divided among the registrars

in our study such that no two registrars received the same

domain name. The domains for each registrar were further

divided into queried and held-out sets. This division of

domains allowed us to examine the increase in the rate of

registration for those domains that were sent to registrars

over those that were not, and pinpoint the increase in regis-

tration rate for certain domains to a particular registrar.

Furthermore, in order to ensure that our queries appeared to

emanate from a diverse set of locations, we made use of the

PlanetLab infrastructure. We distributed domains for each

topic to between two and four randomly selected nodes,

which then queried the registrars for availability of these

domains via the registrars’ web sites. Lastly, each day we

checked Who is records to determine if any of our queried
ains.

Domain name

worldseries.com, philliesworldseries.com, worldseriesblog.com

obama.com, clintonobama.com, obamavsclinton.com

http://trellian.com
http://worldseries.com
http://philliesworldseries.com
http://worldseriesblog.com
http://obama.com
http://clintonobama.com
http://obamavsclinton.com
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2012.05.005
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domainswere subsequently registered. In this experiment, we

assumed that a statistically significant increase in registration

rate between queried and held-back domains by a particular

registrar is related to front-running activities.

6.1. Results

In our study, we issued queries as described above to the

nineteen most popular registrars, accounting for over 80%

of the market share, according to RegistrarStats.com. Over

the period spanning December 1st 2009 to February 1st

2010, we generated 73,149 unique domains of which 60,264

(82%) were available at the time of generation. Of those

available at the time of generation, 16,635 were selected for

querying and distributed to the PlanetLab nodes, leaving

43,629 domains in the held-back set. A total of 23 of the

queried and 50 of the held-back domains were registered

during this period.

To examine the significance of our results, we performed

statistical hypothesis tests for each of the registrars in isola-

tion. Specifically, we modeled the rate of registration in both

the queried and held-back case as a binomial distributionwith

probability of success equal to the unknown rate of registra-

tion. The Fisher-Irwin exact test was applied instead of the

standard z-test, since it avoids approximation by a normal

distribution and explicitly calculates the probabilities for the

two binomials given the numbers of queried and held-out

domains. Our analysis indicates that none of the registrars

are associated with a statistically significant ( p < 0.05)

increase in the registration rate of queried domain names.

Possible reasons for the lack of evidence in front running

behavior are discussed next.
7. Summary

In what follows, we discuss the implications from our

empirical analyses and examine the relationship between

tasting, front-running, and speculation activities.

7.1. On the quality of the generated rules

Based on the results of our speculation and front-running

experiments, we argue that the rule mining and threshold

selection methodologies worked surprisingly well given such

noisy data. For our speculation experiments, we found that an

average of 91% of the selected domains were related to their

respective popular topics, and many of our automatically

generated domains were indeed registered. For those rules

that generated non-relevant domains, the primary cause can

be attributed to incoherence in the related search terms

provided by Google. Nonetheless, we believe that our tech-

niques show significant promise in taking unstructured

keywords and returning general rules that can be applied to

a variety of problems.

It is interesting to note that we found anecdotal evidence of

some domain registrants using similar techniques to register

domains, particularly while the ICANN domain tasting policy

was still lax. For one, we found strong temporal correlation

among “hot” events, their rise in Google search rankings, and
the volume of domain registrations related to those events.

Moreover, when we took a closer look at the data, we found

obvious patterns of automated domain registration associated

with certain name servers. As an example, we found one

registrant associatedwith name servers from verycurious.net,

whose general approach was to generate domain names by

selecting a disease (for example, Abdallat Davis Farrage

Syndrome) or city name, and then append relevant phrases to

them (e.g., abdallatdavisfarragesyndromrecovery.com).

These domains were often registered in batches of tens of

thousands at a time, and then de-registered five days later.

Even with stricter tasting policies in place, such automated

methods can still be used, albeit with a more restricted set of

domain names.

7.2. Incentives for misbehavior

Anatural question that ariseswhen considering these abusive

domain registration behaviors is: what are the incentives that

drive them? To begin to answer this question, we performed

a cursory analysis of the contents of potentially speculated

domains selected by our methodology, along with an exami-

nation of potential ad and resale revenue associated with the

topics in our study. Most of the domains that we examined

contained significant pay-per-click ad content, and our anal-

ysis shows that many of these sites were hosted by known

domain parking firms. Based on data gathered from Google’s

AdWords Traffic Estimator, we found that the average cost-

per-click for the topics in our study was $0.76 per click, and

many of these topics have expected click rates in the 300-400

clicks per day range. Beyond ad revenue, domain names

associated with the topics we studied were resold for an

average price of $1832, according to domain name auctions

from DomainTools.com, with the largest of these being

$15,500 for obama.net.

Clearly, there is significant financial incentive to both resell

popular domains and to use parking services to generate

advertising revenue. In fact, as long as the average revenue

among the domains owned by the speculator exceeds the

hosting and registrations costs, the speculator is better off

retaining as many domains as possible and only serving ad

content. As a concrete example, we note that the keywords

associatedwith theautomatically generateddomains fromour

front-running studywouldhaveproduced revenue in excess of

$400 per day (again, based onGoogle’s Traffic Estimator), while

domain parking services can be purchased for as little as $3.99

per domain each month. This represents a net profit of

approximately $11,700 per month from ad revenue alone for

the 73 registered domains in our front-running study.

Furthermore, the strong connection between domain popu-

larity and revenue provides insights into the use of tasting and

front-running behaviors as a mechanism for determining the

truemarketvalue fordomainswithouthaving to invest capital.

Tables 3 and 4 give some examples of cost-per-click ad reve-

nues and domain resale values for topics in our experiments.

7.3. Difficulty of measurement

Another surprising lesson from our study is that many of

these questionable registration behaviors are particularly

http://RegistrarStats.com
http://verycurious.net
http://abdallatdavisfarragesyndromrecovery.com
http://DomainTools.com
http://obama.net
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2012.05.005
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cose.2012.05.005


Table 3 e Ad revenue estimates for selected keywords as
of June 2009.

Keyword Cost/click Clicks/day Cost/day

Low High Low High Low High

obama $0.90 $1.25 207 259 $186.30 $323.75

mccain $1.26 $1.89 256 256 $322.56 $483.84

tiger woods $0.49 $0.61 207 259 $101.43 $157.99

haiti $0.64 $0.80 291 364 $186.24 $291.20

toyota $1.50 $1.87 6142 7677 $9213 $14,355.99
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difficult to definitively measure. In the case of speculation, we

attempted to use severalmetrics to distinguish those domains

registered due to speculation from those registered for legiti-

mate use, including the length of registration, the timeliness

of the registration after the increase in search popularity, the

rate at which hosting changes, and manual inspection of web

page content. Of these, only inspection of the content yielded

any significant results, and even in this case there were

several instances where it was difficult to identify the true

purpose of the page (i.e., to deliver legitimate content, or to

serve ads). Our experiences in differentiating legitimate from

abusive content mirror those of Moore et al. (2011), who

appeal to several content-based features to uncover abusive

web pages using machine learning techniques. In our cursory

examination, 60% of sites redirected users to parking web

pages that contained only ad content, while in the remaining

cases the pages contained a non-trivial number of ads in

addition to seemingly legitimate content.

With regards to front-running, while we found no statisti-

cally significant evidence of misbehavior by individual regis-

trarsduring thecourseof this study,weuncovered the fact that

many registrars have several subsidiaries that also perform

registration duties on their behalf. The connections among

these entities are exceedingly difficult to discover and, unfor-

tunately, little information exists in thepublic domain that can

be used to confirm them. Therefore, if some registrars were

involved in front-running behaviors, it is entirely possible that

they could hide questionable activities by routing registrations

through subsidiaries or partners. As a whole, these results call

into question overhasty statements by ICANN that front

running is not occurring. Moreover, from what we can tell,

these relationships frequently change, underscoring the diffi-

culty in detectingmisbehavior by dishonest registrars. Overall,

ourfindings seemto indicateaneed forpolicy-based responses

to the problem, rather than technological solutions.
Table 4 e Domain re-sale history for select domains as of Dece

Keyword Domain D

obama obama.net 10

obamacenter.com 6/

obamaforpresident2012 2/

mccain mccain-lieberman.com 2/

beijing 2008 chinaolympics2008.net 3/

chinaolympics2008.org 3/
7.4. Regarding mitigation

Clearly, there are two potential options for mitigating the

types of domain registration abuses described in this paper:

(Kesmodel, 2008) technological methods for identifying

abusive web pages, and (Wang et al., 2006) changes to ICANN

policy that disincentivize the behavior. Regarding technolog-

ical mitigation strategies, Moore et al. (2011) illustrate that it is

indeed possible to identify ad-centric web pages using their

content. By removing these pages from search engines, as

Google did in 2011, it is possible to appreciably drop their ad

revenue, thereby making them unprofitable for the domain

owner. However, if we consider the lessons learned from the

struggle to stop spam, then it is clear that it is only a matter of

time before these ad-centric web pages adapt to the detection

mechanisms and make their content even harder to distin-

guish from legitimate web pages (an already difficult task, as

discussed above). Moreover, this type of detection does little to

stem the revenue derived from the opportunistic resale of

these domains to their respective copyright owners or legiti-

mate content producers.

Policy-oriented mitigation, on the other hand, presents an

interesting opportunity for preventing this behavior due

primarily to the centralized nature of the domain name

registration system. Unfortunately, while it is clear that policy

changes instituted by ICANN had an appreciable impact on

the practice of domain tasting, reforms aimed at curtailing

speculation and front-running appear to be non-existent. One

obvious, if drastic, solution might be to eliminate the conflict

of interest that arises when registrars are allowed to sell

domain names. Other potentially effective approaches,

including offline domain availability checks, have also been

put forth. However, these approaches have all been rejected

outright by ICANN, even after seemingly acknowledging the

threat of domain speculation as the reason for postponing any

new applications for generic top-level domains (gTLDs)

(Palage, 2009). A similar concern about domain speculation

appears to have motivated the pre-registration period of .XXX

domain names (Coldewey, 2011).

Asour resultsand thoseof Liuet al. (2011) indicate, systemic

intervention by ICANN appears to be the only reasonable

solution to theseproblemssince it is exceedingly easy for those

abusing the domain name system to adjust their behaviors in

response to policy changes from independent registrars.At the

very least,wehope that our results shed light on the challenges

inherent indetectingsuchmalfeasance, and that theywill spur

constructive dialog on relevant public policy.
mber 2009.

ate sold Marketplace Price

/24/2009 WickedFire $15,500.00

15/2008 Sedo $251.00

23/2009 SnapNames $119.00

12/2008 Sedo $250.00

21/2008 NameJet $82.00

21/2008 NameJet $77.00

http://obama.net
http://obamacenter.com
http://obamaforpresident2012
http://mccain-lieberman.com
http://chinaolympics2008.net
http://chinaolympics2008.org
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